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The skill, precision and traditions 
that set diamond jewellery apart 

by Preeta Agarwal

DIAMOND SETTINGS
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OPPOSITE

Orecchini diamond 
earrings in bezel setting, 
BIBIGI

CLOCKWISE FROM 

LEFT

Two in One culinks with 
baguette-cut diamonds 
in channel setting, 
VICTOR MAYER

Ring with marquise and 
heart-shaped diamonds 
in prong setting, GEMS 
PAVILION

Kumkuat ring with 
diamonds in pavé 
setting, ROBERTO 
BRAVO

T he journey of a diamond 
is long and arduous. 
After taking millions 
of years to turn from 

carbon to diamond, and months of 
meticulous cutting and polishing, the 
ensuing challenge is to set it into precious 
jewellery. There are many techniques to set 
a diamond, but the aim is always the same 
— to bring out the best of the gemstone. 
Be it channel setting for a linear look, bezel 
for that perfect round form, or invisible to 
highlight the stone’s radiance, each setting 
can make a very big and visible difference. 

Prong Setting
One of the most popular techniques 
using the least amount of metal, prong 
setting shows off the maximum presence 
of a stone. The diamond is placed on a 
metal basket in between the prongs or 
nail-shaped metal tips, and the tips of the 
prongs are bent over the diamond to hold 
it in place. The variations in the number 

of prongs, from two up to 24, depending 
on the design and the size and shape of 
the diamond. The metal basket made for 
this setting is very important as it allows 
maximum light to pass through the 
diamond, adding brilliance to the piece. 

Bezel Setting
One of the earliest known settings, bezel 
setting is used for two main reasons. It 
is one of the most secure settings, and 
it perfectly shows off the shape of the 
diamond. A strip of metal surrounds the 
diamond on all sides to hold it tightly 
in its place. The bezel setting uses more 
metal compared to other methods. It is 
considered the strongest setting to hold 
diamonds in place, hence is often seen in 
everyday jewellery. However, this setting 
is more commonly used for coloured 
gemstones than diamonds, as it makes the 
diamond look smaller than its actual size.

Channel Setting
When the design calls for a linear look, 
channel setting is the most used technique. 
As the name suggests, diamonds are held 
in a row in between two running metal 
bars on each side — the ‘channel’. Round, 
baguettes and princess cut diamonds are 
the preferred shapes for this technique, 
as they have parallel sides and can it 
smoothly. Channel setting results in a 
clean and smooth inish without any 
metal poking out. Many jewellers have 
mastered the art of making waves using 
a combination of straight and tapered 
baguettes set in channels.

The inal look of  
each setting can make 
a very big and visible 

difference
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Trèfles Mystérieux 
necklace with emeralds 
and marquise-cut 
diamonds in pavé and 
invisible settings, VAN 
CLEEF & ARPELS

Bloom ring with 
diamonds in pavé 
and cluster settings, 
BUTANI

Gold and platinum ring 
with diamond in tension 
setting, NIESSING

OPPOSITE 

CLOCKWISE FROM 

TOP

Treillage pendant with 
diamonds in lush 
setting, FABERGÉ

The Cluster necklace 
with diamonds in bezel 
setting, LAZARE

Mia Luce bracelet 
with black and white 
diamonds in pavé 
setting, FOPE

Reuleaux earrings with 
diamonds in prong 
setting, LAZARE 

The ultimate challenge is the 
setting of the stone to complete 

a precious jewel

Pavé Setting
Named after the French term ‘pavé’, 
literally meaning covering a surface or 
cobblestoned, this setting technique covers 
the entire metal surface with diamonds 
held by various small prongs. Stones are 
arranged in a hexagonal arrangement 
with a single prong holding up to six 
diamonds, and each diamond held by 
six shared prongs. Creating a complete 
diamond look, the result is an artistic and 
illusionary effect and is suited best for 
realistic-looking jewellery pieces. Clubbed 
with a combination of coloured gemstones, 
the pavé setting has given the world of 
jewellery many iconic pieces.

Flush Setting
A combination of pavé and bezel, lush 
technique sets the diamond onto the 
metal, like in pavé, but instead of small 
prongs the diamond is secured by the 
metal, like in bezel, creating a full round 
cover. With its clean and subtle look, lush 
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setting is mostly used in contemporary or 
minimalist jewellery, as the diamonds are 
set at the level of the metal. The technique 
is also very commonly used for men’s 
engagement bands with one single lush 
set diamond, enough to add brilliance to 
the ring.

Cluster Setting
One of the latest entrants in the list of 
diamond settings, the cluster setting is fast 
catching up on the trend lists. Mostly used 
to stimulate the look of a bigger diamond, 
many small diamonds are clustered 
together and set with prongs on the 
outside. A sure way of making affordable 
jewellery, yet retaining the brilliance and 
sparkle, the cluster setting is slowly gaining 
popularity especially in the engagement 
ring category. The setting mostly used to 
imitate a round diamond, but jewellers 
have now perfected most diamond shapes 
like pear, marquise, emerald, oval and 
other customised designs.

Tension Setting
Developed by Friedrich Becker in the early 
1920s, tension setting uses the inherent 
tension of a metal band to hold a diamond, 
showing off the full diamond and creating 
an illusionary loating effect. Used mostly 
for contemporary pieces, the tension 
setting is not as popular as prong or bezel, 
as it is dificult to attain perfection using 
this technique. 

Invisible Setting
As the name suggests, the invisible setting 
shows no metal, and the diamonds seem 
to be set all by themselves loating like 
sparkling water. The trick lies beneath 
the diamond where metal holds onto 
the diamond in small grooves cut into 
the diamond. Princess-cut diamonds are 
perfect for this setting as they it well 
together without any gaps in between, 
and the light also reaches each facet for 
maximum sparkle.  


